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For Liam, 
who is always willing to laugh at my bad

 egg jokes and, more often than not, offer 
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Gordon Blue seemed like an ordinary chicken.

EEnternter  T Thehe C Chh iickencken
Enter  The  Ch icken
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Gordon was in second 

grade at an ordinary school. 

He lived in an ordinary house in the ordinary 

city of Fowladelphia. But he had a super secret.
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Only Uncle Quack and Gordon’s younger 

brother, Benedict, knew Gordon’s secret. 

Uncle Quack was a scientist. He worked 

in a lab.

One day when Gordon and Benny were 

younger, they had visited Uncle Quack 

at work.
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Gordon and Benny started playing Follow 

the Leader. Gordon was in the lead and Benny 

followed every move Gordon made. Then . . . 
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BOK!BOK!
!!

. . . Gordon tripped and fell into a huge vat of 

bubbling toxic sludge! Benny followed Gordon’s 

lead.
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Maybe we won’t tell your Maybe we won’t tell your 
mom about this. . . .mom about this. . . .

Uncle Quack quickly rescued his nephews.

But later Gordon started to feel strange. And 

as time passed he felt even stranger.
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BOK!BOK!

T INGL
E !

T INGL
E !

He tingled when 

danger was near. 

He flapped his wings like the wind.

And he crowed louder than other chickens. 

His bok was worse than his bite.
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Hey, I got powers, too! Hey, I got powers, too! 
My shell is harder than My shell is harder than 

cafeteria cookies!cafeteria cookies!

Hey, where’s mine?Hey, where’s mine?

Gordon was no longer just an ordinary 

chicken. The toxic sludge had given him 

superpowers. 

So Gordon made a super suit.

And Gordon came up with a super name: 
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KUNG KUNG 
  POW  POW
   CHICKEN!   CHICKEN!

Sidekicks always

Sidekicks always
 get left out! I’m

 get left out! I’m
 Egg Drop, and

 Egg Drop, and I’m super, too!

 I’m super, too!
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Gordon promised to use his powers to right 

wrongs, to fight bad guys, and to keep his room 

super clean. 

But Gordon hadn’t met any bad guys yet. So 

he still had to do ordinary chicken things, like go 

to school.


